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OUR region is in the North of Portugal. It is home of the River Douro and is the oldest wine
demarcated region thanks to its unique product Known worldwide as Port Wine.

This region was made a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2001, in recognition of the spectacular
beauty of both the natural and built landscapes and the industrial heritage associated with the
Port producing industry.







Our town, Peso da Régua, is probably the smallest one and we have prepared a little tour to get you to know it! 

It is the largest Douro riverside city in the region of Trás-os-Montes do Alto Douro Wine 
Region, and has grown to become the largest port and trade hub for Port Wine.



The first 
thing you 
will see 

when you 
arrive, is 

the 
pleasant 

and 
extensive 
riverfront 



Despite being 
a small city, it 
does not only 

have a 
riverfront, it 

has other 
points of 
interest



Like the Pedestrian Bridge that allows us to walk over the Douro River. 
The old railway bridge was converted into a pleasant pedestrian bridge, 
which joins the two banks and the two municipalities - Peso da Régua
and Lamego



The Douro Museum is a must-visit. Dedicated to culture (yes, wine is
culture!) And the history of wine in this region.

The permanent exhibition “Douro: Matéria e Espírito” is a well-
achieved temporal and geographical synthesis of the Demarcated
Region of the Douro (RDD).



Of the city's heritage,
the Municipal Library,
the building of the
old Town Hall, The
Municipal Library,
inaugurated on
September 16, 2006,
is installed in the
former Palacete dos
Barretos, a building
built at the end of the
19th century. XIX, at
Rua da Ferreirinha.



Monument to Aviators
Gago Coutinho and
Sacadura Cabral who
in 1922 carried out the
first aerial crossing of
the Atlantic.



The Casa do Douro Stained Glass, by the painter Lino António, synthesizes all the dynamics
of the Douro Demarcated Region.



Cruise Chapel, where
we find the
explanation of the
city name Peso da
Régua





https://drive.google.com/file/d/1REcYGi2z-ySW3Egi4KrH-
AHcAq5RR9pa/view?usp=sharing

There is more to discover,  visit us!

Athens
june 2022
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